Cut-out Set for Staff Magnets

This set of cut outs is scaled to fit on any staff with lines 2” apart. The 18”X24” Magnetic Staff sold by Let’s Play Music is perfect for these.

First, print each page onto white heavy cardstock paper. Then find a great movie and a good pair of scissors and cut out exactly around each piece. Then laminate in 5 millimeter lamination material. Last, get some adhesive magnets from any craft store and cut and stick to your magnets.

You’ll have a useful set of teaching tools to use on your staff!

If you’d like our full set of magnets including Treble and Bass clefs and time signatures, you can purchase on our website for $12.99.

Included in this set:

- 8 round generic notes
- 4 round middle C notes
- 4 round middle B notes
- 8 quarter notes
- 3 quarter rests
- 4 half notes
- 3 whole notes
- 2 half/whole rests
- accidentals – 2 each
Stemmed quarter note magnets
cut exactly to shape,
laminate, add magnet

Cut out

Black note magnets
cut exactly to shape, laminate, add magnet
Notes, rests and accidental magnets.
Cut out exactly to shape and laminate.
Leave extra laminate material around note stems for added rigidity.